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Business Case: Remittance Bank on Invoice Output 

The intent of this blog is to encourage key users from business and functional experts to get a hands-on 

experience on topics related to in-app extensibility. Some of these extensions can be realized with minimal 

or no programming effort. I would like to share a business requirement which I recently came across for a 

customer and was realized with minimal programming effort. 

Business Requirement: 

One of the frequent business requirements I came across in Sales track is to print the remittance bank 

details on the customer invoice output (billing output). Remittance payment in this case refers to the money 

that is due to be received from your customer for the goods sold or services rendered.  

While a straightforward solution is to consume the bank details maintained in the ‘Manage Bank Accounts’ 

app through a CDS view; the challenge in some business cases would be that customer would like to 

choose an appropriate remittance bank manually during invoice creation from a list of banks. 

Remittance bank as a field is not available in standard solution on invoice document. So, an alternative 

workaround would be to either create a custom field or convince the customer to enter the bank details in 

Sales text tab of an invoice document manually, which is more an error prone option. 

While printing the sales text in an invoice is a relatively simple task, this blog focuses on a business example 

where in-app extensibility can be used. The solution approach is to create a custom business object for 

maintaining the remittance bank details and then a custom field on invoice header, that allows business 

users to select the bank details manually when a billing document is created. Based on the selected entry, 

the address details will be printed on the invoice output. 

Please note that this solution approach is appropriate only if a customer is willing to create the invoice 

documents manually and select the remittance bank during invoice creation (or change). 

Solution Approach: 

We can use the app ‘custom business objects’ to generate UIs and custom 

applications (apps). The fields maintained in the app can be used as table 

columns on the initial page of a custom application (app), where the bank 

details can be maintained for this business example. This custom business 

object can further be linked or associated to a custom field, which will be 

created on an invoice header. 
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Use the ‘New’ function 

available on initial screen to 

create a custom business 

object. Enter appropriate 

object name and choose 

create. 

Select the appropriate check boxes under features section. For this example, the important ones are UI 

generation (as we need a custom app), can be associated (to link the object to custom field) change 

documents (to track changes) and system administrative data (optional). 

 

The parent node will automatically appear in this case. You may create a sub-node or child node under a 

parent node. However, this may not be necessary for this business example. 

 

Based on the check boxes selected in general information – features section, the fields tab will appear with 

some default fields such as SAP_Description and other fields related to administrative data. The properties 

section on the right hand side of the screen allows to enter a tool tip and make any field as ‘read only’ if 

necessary. 

For this business example, I have maintained several fields related to remittance bank details such as bank 

name, account number, SWIFT code, bank address, bank code etc. Most important aspect on this tab is to 
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select a key field based on which a record is identified in the custom businesses object. For example, 

account number in this case. 

You may also incorporate some additional determination logic within this app if appropriate and also any 

field validations before save. This was not necessary for the current business example in discussion. please 

refer to below snapshot for details. 

 

Once the required fields are maintained, there are two tasks on general information section that needs 

attention. 

1. Generating the UI for the app 

2. Assigning the business catalog for the newly created custom business object. 

 

The first hyperlink against ‘UI generation’ relates to the custom business object i.e. remittance bank 

application (app). Select the first hyperlink and publish the custom business object. 
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Next, the second hyperlink directs you to assign a business catalog to the newly created app (Remittance 

Bank). Identify a relevant business catalog and assign the new custom app to the business catalog. The 

business catalog can then be assigned to a relevant business role. 

 

This is a snapshot of custom business object - Remittance Bank created. 

You can use the create feature on the initial screen to add records to the 

application. 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the custom business object creation is complete, the next step is to create a corresponding custom 

field on invoice header. As discussed earlier, the purpose of this field is to allow business users to select 

the appropriate bank information from the dropdown list available in a billing document header (custom 

fields tab). 
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To create a new custom field, you can use the app ‘Custom Fields and 

Logic’ under the ‘Extensibility’ business grouping. Choose the ‘Plus’ sign 

on the initial screen under the custom fields tab. A pop window will appear 

to enter the appropriate business context, label and tooltip. 

Important field property in this case is to select the field ‘type’ to link the 

custom field with custom business object created earlier. Hence, the field 

type should be ‘Association to Business Object’. The business object field 

allows to select the relevant business object created earlier. These two 

fields will help to associate the custom business object with a custom field. 

 

The general information section allows to enter the label and tooltip appropriate for the custom field. The 

business obejct field displays the associated custom business object linked to this custom field. 

 

The UI’s and Reports section allows to enable the custom field on specific UI screens. In this case, billing 

document header is chosen to create the new field ‘Remittance Bank’. Please refer to snapshot below. 
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Form Templates section allows to enable the custom field on the output form templates. Relevant 

templates can be selected based on business requirement. 

 

The last step in this exercise is to enable the custom field on user interface. While the custom field 

automatically appears on the GUI screen, the Fiori app screens have to be enabled with new custom field.  

To enable the field, select an existing billing document using the ‘Manage billing documents’ app. Go to 

personalization section on top right-side corner of the screen and choose ‘Adapt UI’ feature on change 

billing document screen. The ‘Adapt UI’ can also be applied during the invoice creation process. Please 

refer to below snapshot. 
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Choose the relevant tab and section on which the new custom field should be enabled. For this example, I 

have taken the general information tab. Right click on the screen area where the field should be enabled. 

Create a group / section to enable the new field.  

Next step is to right click again and click on ‘Plus’ symbol in the same place to select the new custom field 

from the available content fields. The field list will appear based on the UI screens enabled in the app 

‘custom fields and logic’. Remittance account name and number are relevant for this example. 

 

Further, you can change the field label to make it more appropriate to business requirement. In this case, I 

have changed the labels to ‘Remittance Bank’ and ‘Account Number’ as shown in snapshot below. 
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As the new custom field is associated with business object, the bank records maintained in the custom 

business object Remittance bank are accessible from the custom field as value help (F4). Please refer to 

snapshot below. 

 

The below snapshot is to showcase the new field enabled on the GUI screen of a billing document 

(header level). 

 

Once the in-app extensibility activity is complete i.e. creating custom business object and a custom field; 

the next step is to populate the bank details on the output form. The data maintained in the custom business 

object can be accessed from the custom CDS view. Please refer to snapshot below. 
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Below is the snapshot of CDS view fields. 

 

Sample data in CDS view, once the test data is maintained in the custom business object ‘Remittance 

Bank’. 

 

The data available in the CDS view can be consumed into an adobe form to display on the customer 

invoice output. This activity would need technical expertise on adobe forms. 


